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Theory of the Firm



What are firms?

Firms make decisions to maximize profit (π)

They decide what products to make and how to

make them (technology)

From this, they decide how much of each input

to hire
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U.S. firms 1/2

Workers Firms

per firm (000s)

0-4 3,665

5-9 1,013

10-19 627

20-99 538

100-499 91

500+ 20

Total 5,955
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U.S. firms 2/2

Workers Firms Payroll

per firm (000s) (billions)

0-4 3,665 $268

5-9 1,013 $249

10-19 627 $329

20-99 538 $899

100-499 91 $870

500+ 20 $2,616

Total 5,955 $6,435
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Biggest private employers in NY state

• Home Depot

• JPMorgan Chase Bank

• Macy’s Retail Holdings, Inc.

• McDonald’s

• Mount Sinai Health System

• New York-Presbyterian University Hospital

• Northwell Health, Inc.

• Stop & Shop Supermarkets

• Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

• Wegmans Food Markets
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Biggest private employers in NYC

• American Airlines

• Columbia University

• JPMorgan Chase

• Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

• Morgan Stanley Children’s Hospital

• Mount Sinai Hospital

• New York-Presbyterian Hospital

• Nielsen Company

• Northwell Health, Inc.

• Verizon
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Choosing inputs

Firms choose capital and labor (K, L)

Managers make these choices

Setting up as a firm eliminates need to bargain all

the time on how many hours workers should work

and how much machinery to use

Job guarantees and capital purchases impose risks

on the firm
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Basic assumptions about the firm

• Already decided what it wants to produce

• Produces a single good Q

• Only uses 2 inputs K, L

• Can buy as many inputs as it wants at

constant prices

• Can borrow as much money as it needs to

finance its operations

• Goal: maximize π
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Simple inputs

• Labor L: skilled workers (carpenters, engineers)

and unskilled workers (agricultural workers),

plus entrepreneurial efforts by managers

• Capital K: land, buildings, machinery and

other equipment, plus inventories

• Materials M: steel, plastics, electricity, water,

plus other goods the firm buys to transform

into final products

For simplicity, use K, L
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Production Functions



Production using math

How inputs turn into output:

Q = f (K , L)

In the short run, one input is fixed, e.g. K=10

In the long run, all inputs can be changed, e.g.

K = 10, 15, 20...

L = 1, 2, 3, 4...
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Marginal impact per input

Workers are useful if they make output Q

Need to know how much extra output each worker

can make: the Marginal Product of Labor

MPL =∆Q/∆L

MPK =∆Q/∆K
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More inputs have weaker effects

Law of diminishing marginal product: As the

use of an input increases with other inputs fixed, the

resulting additions to output will eventually decrease

If L=10 and K=5, assume Q=40

If L=11, K=5, what is Q?
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Most common production function

Production function general form:

Q=f(K,L)

Cobb-Douglas production function:

Q = AKαLβ
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Production with 2 Inputs



Producing output

Combine K and L in a bundle to produce output

Define an isoquant as a locus showing all possible

combinations of inputs that yield the same output Q

More inputs are need to produce more output
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Isoquant map
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Trading off inputs

Managers can choose input mixes to get same

amount of Q:

• Lots of K, not much L

• Lots of L, not much K

But there are:

• diminishing marginal returns to K with ↑ K

• diminishing marginal returns to L with ↑ L
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Marginal rate of technical substitution
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What is the MRTS?

Amount by which the quantity of one input can be

reduced when one extra unit of another input is

used, so that output remains constant

MRTS = ∆K/∆L
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MRTS: ratio of marginal products

Extra Q from ↑ L = ∆L×MPL

Fall in Q from ↓ K = ∆K ×MPK

Along an isoquant ∆Q = 0 :

∆LMPL + ∆KMPK = 0

MPL/MPK = −∆K/∆L

= MRTS
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Returns to Scale



Increasing inputs should increase output

Cobb-Douglas production function:

Q = AKαLβ

Replace K with tK and L with tL:

Q ′ = A(tK )α(tL)β

Q ′ = Atα+βKαLβ

If increase all inputs by t, does output go up by

more than, less than, or the same as t?
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Returns to scale

Are returns to scale increasing, decreasing, or

constant?

Returns to scale: Is Q ′>tQ? Or, is Q ′<tQ?

Q ′ = Atα+βKαLβ

tQ = t(AKαLβ)

Answer depends on tα+β: Is it >t or <t?

Answer depends on (α + β): Is it >1 or <1?
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Any Questions?
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